AWARDS
MADE TO GRADUATING COMPUTER SCIENCE STUDENTS, 2023-2024

BEHRING FOUNDATION AWARD
Awarded to undergraduate and/or graduate students enrolled at SEAS, who are pursuing a degree in Computer Science, that best exhibit academic excellence, have entrepreneurial interests, and possess leadership skills. Preference is given to students who have lived, worked, or studied in Brazil or other Latin American countries.
Fernando Camurugy Notari, SEAS
Lidia Rodrigues Toledo, SEAS

ANDREW P. KOSORESOW MEMORIAL AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING AND SERVICE
Awarded for outstanding contributions to teaching in the Computer Science Department and exemplary service to the department and its mission.
Kevin Grant Li, CC
Christopher Samuel Lee, CC
Alexander Joseph Bala, CC
Pheobe Lu, CC
Joshua Young Hahn, SEAS
Marian Abuhazi, SEAS
Nirvaan Iyer, SEAS
Sophya Wu, SEAS
Hannah Rui Luo, SEAS
Amelia Wissink, SEAS
Gabriel Guo, SEAS
Helen Chu, SEAS
Alice Chen, SEAS
Daniel Mitropolsky, PhD

JONATHAN L. GROSS AWARD FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
This award was established in 2017 in honor of the much loved Professor Emeritus Jonathan Gross. Each year a cash gift is awarded to one graduating masters student and to one graduating senior from each of the four undergraduate schools served by the Computer Science Department.
Weichen Li, MS
Andrei Coman, SEAS
Steven Sofos DiSilvio, CC
Whitney Deng, BC
Xuezhen Wang, GS

RUSSELL C. MILLS AWARD
Presented to one or more computer science majors for excellence in computer science in memory of Russell C. Mills, a PhD candidate in computer science who exemplified academic excellence by his boundless energy and intellectual curiosity.
Shelby Wengreen, SEAS
Sahil Mahendrakar, SEAS
Nicole Lin, SEAS
Yucheng Wang, GS

THEODORE R. BASHKOW AWARD
Presented to a Computer Science senior who has excelled in independent projects. This is awarded in honor of Professor Theodore R. Bashkow, whose contributions as a researcher, teacher, and consultant have significantly advanced the state of the art of computer science.
Jeremy Carin, SEAS
Edward Ri, SEAS
Walter McKelvie, SEAS
Grace Li, BC

PAUL CHARLES MICHELMAN MEMORIAL AWARD FOR EXEMPLARY DEPARTMENTAL SERVICE
This award is given in memory of Dr. Paul Michelman, 1993, who devoted himself to improving the Computer Science Department through service while excelling as a researcher.
Roland Maio, PhD

COMPUTER SCIENCE SERVICE AWARD
This award is given to PhD students who demonstrate superior contributions to the community life of the Department of Computer Science.
Daniel Mitropolsky, PhD
Zhanpeng He, PhD
Ronald Maio, PhD
Sky Wang, PhD
Jingxi Xu, PhD

COMPUTER SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP AWARD
Awarded for outstanding academic achievement.
Andrew Tsong-Bo Cheng, SEAS
Ryan Xu, SEAS
Eleanor Lin, CC
Bole Pan, CC

PAUL CHARLES MICHELMAN MEMORIAL AWARD FOR EXEMPLARY DEPARTMENTAL SERVICE
This award is given in memory of Dr. Paul Michelman, 1993, who devoted himself to improving the Computer Science Department through service while excelling as a researcher.
Roland Maio, PhD

COMPUTER SCIENCE SERVICE AWARD
This award is given to PhD students who demonstrate superior contributions to the community life of the Department of Computer Science.
Daniel Mitropolsky, PhD
Zhanpeng He, PhD
Ronald Maio, PhD
Sky Wang, PhD
Jingxi Xu, PhD

DAVIDE GIRI MEMORIAL PRIZE
This award is given to a graduate student (PhD) in Computer Science who has combined excellence in research results with continued outstanding efforts to promote research collaboration.
Daniel Mitropolsky, PhD
FALL 2023–SPRING 2024

CS@CU by the Numbers

1,581 CS majors
45%* of CS majors are women
16,707 CS class enrollments

65 Faculty
1 ACM A.M. Turing Award Winner
11 Elected to National Academy of Engineering
4 Elected to National Academy of Sciences
7 Elected to American Academy of Arts and Sciences
2 Elected to American Philosophical Society
3 Elected to National Academy of Inventors
1 Harvey Prize
3 IEEE John von Neumann Medal Winners
2 ACM/IEEE Knuth Prize Winners
3 AAAI Fellows
5 AAAS Fellows
3 ACL Fellows
4 Guggenheim Fellows
21 ACM Fellows
17 IEEE Fellows
1 Elected to Internet Hall of Fame
3 Packard Foundation Fellows
19 Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Fellows

NSF Awards: 4 PECASE, 40 CAREER, 2 NYI, and 4 PYI

*of the students reporting gender